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 (pas kawin bg kalau sudah kosong pas harga murah) maka usahakan bikin diskon lagi A: you can do this using channel entries
tag from single.php like this {exp:channel:entries channel="your_channel_id"} Then you can place html and style there Hope it
helps :) Q: What is a single word for "the act of being required" or "the requirement itself"? It is common in some fields (e.g.,

law) to use "obligation" to mean the result of a legal requirement (e.g., a contract). This seems fine for me, but it feels a little bit
awkward to me to say, e.g., "the obligation to give notice" instead of "the notice required by law." Is there a single word for "the
act of being required," or "the requirement itself"? "Notification" doesn't seem right to me. It has too many connotations. You

can use requirement as a noun, from M-W The act of being required; duty; imperative; necessity; need Of course it can be used
in a formal setting. But in other cases, such as the subject of a legal requirement, I think it is best to just stick with the usual
"obligation". Modelica Connectors - Multiplier overflow with multiple elements I am trying to use the "Connector" object of

Modelica.Mechanics.MultiBody to create a multi-body system. The problem I'm having is that the nodes connected to the
connector will either multiply or divide their numbers by a set amount (in my case 10). The MultiBody example I have,

extension MultiBody.MultiBodyMechanism; // Connect the connectors to the nodes virtual final class MultiBody extends
Connectors.Connector { MultiBody.MultiBodyMechanism body; Connectors.Connector[] 82157476af
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